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Path 1: Check with the naked eye the first thing you need to do is check whether the gold product you have to distinguish is real gold or fake gold while looking at it. Look for specific signs to prove that this is real gold. 1. Check the figure engraved on the gold Figure, engraved on gold, will show the age of the gold or carat age unit of gold (10K, 14K, 18K, 22K
or 24K). Using a magnifying glass will make it easier to view. Fake gold is also often engraved with this number and looks quite reliable, it is necessary to conduct additional examination. 2. Test color changes You should check for signs of color changes in areas that are often rubbing (usually around the edges). If your gold jewelry looks faded or shows other
metal materials under a layer of gold. Your gold product is just gilded. Way 2: Check Bite Any of us have also seen a movie in which a gold digger bites a piece of gold to check out. We have also seen Olympic athletes bite their gold medal when they receive it. What is the purpose of this action? 1. Bite in gold with a moderate force of 2. Check the tracks on
gold In theory, real gold will show traces of your teeth, the deeper the trace will be higher pure of gold. This is not a recommended way of checking, as it can damage your teeth. Also, softening gold and gold-plated lead products will make you mistakenly think of real gold when you bite it. Way 3: Check with magnets It's an easy way to check, but it can't help
you identify the real gold accurately and clearly. Weak magnets such as refrigerator decorative magnets will not give an exact result. But this type of strong magnet will help you perform this test. 1. Place the magnet over the gold gold is not a metal magnet, so if it has pulled up or stick to a magnet, it is fake gold. However, just because it doesn't respond to a
magnet and doesn't mean it's real gold. Because counterfeit gold also does not use other metal. Path 4: A metal weight test heavier than gold is rare. Weight of gold This is more than most other metals. Checking the weight of your gold products can help you determine if they are real gold. This is the principle of elementary inspection, the heavier the weight,
the more pure gold. Make sure you take this measure on a gold product that does not attach gemstones or any other form of jewelry. 1. Weighing your gold weight jeweler can usually help you do it for free if you don't have the scale available at home. You will need to weigh in grams. 2. Put the water in the jar It will be better if the jar millilits the bar outside,
so you can watch more easily. You can use as much water as you like until you pour water into your mouth jar as the water will spill when you put the gold in the jar. You should also remember to mark the exact amount of water before and after soaking the gold. 3. Put the gold in the bottle note of the new water level and calculate the difference between the
two numbers in millilite units. 4. Use the following formula to calculate the proportion of gold ratio th weight/volume increased. The result, close to 19g/ml, is a sign that it is real gold, or a material of similar proportions to gold. Here's a specific example: gold weighs 38 grams, and this leads to a 2 milliliter increase in water. Using the weight (38 g)
formula/increased volume (2 ml), your result will be 19 g/ml, exactly the same as the weight of gold. It should be remembered that different net will give different g/ml ratios: Gold 14K - 12.9 to 14.6 g/ml 18K yellow-yellow - 15.2 to 15.9 g/ml 1 18K white gold - 14.7 to 16.9 g/ml Gold 22K - 17.7 to 17.8 g/ml Way 5: Check out gold with ceramics It's an easy way
to say If your gold jewelry is fake gold. You should remember that this measure can cause your items to scratch. Read more: 1.Find an unpainted ceramic plate If you don't have this in place, you can look for some unadorned ceramic product in the supermarket. 2. Rub gold on the surface of ceramics If a black stripe appears, it means fake gold jewelry, while
a strip of gold A sign of this decoration is real gold. Option 6: Check gold with nitric acid This is the origin of the acid test phrase, and it's also a great way to test gold. However, due to difficulties with finding acid and for your safety, it is best to have a jeweler carry out this check on your behalf. 1. Place the gold in a small stainless steel container 2. Put a drop
of nitric acid on the gold and observe the reaction that occurs reaction blue indicates that your gold products can be made of metal or gilded. The yellow reaction proves that your items are gilded brass. The milky white reaction shows that your items are washed with silver. If there is no reaction going on, then it means it is real gold. EroipiJewelry hopes that
the above-mentioned information will help you distinguish gold, find quality items. Eropi Jewelry's gilded product line is sure to captivate you at first sight. (Translated by WikiKa) The company provides restaurant hotel equipment, the most advanced hotel consumables How to recognize the real gold By Vietnamese standards, fake gold is gold under 10
carats/carats. If you're wondering if gold jewelry you have real gold, try these ways of recognizing real gold. The most reliable way to check if it is real gold is to take them to the gold store to check out. If you want to check for yourself, here are the ways you can do to determine whether your jewelry is made of real gold or fake gold. Path 1: Check with the
naked eye the first thing you need to do to check if the gold product you have is real gold looking at it. Look for specific signs to prove that this is real gold. 1. Check the figure engraved on the gold Figure, engraved on gold, will show the age of gold (1-999 or 0.1-999) or a unit of calculation of the age of carat gold (10K, 14K, 18K, 22K or 24K). Using a
magnifying glass will make it easier to view. Wear can blur this number. Fake gold also often has this number engraved and looks pretty reliable; You have to start Check on. 2.Color test changes You should check for signs of color changes in areas that are often rubbing (usually around the edges). If your gold looks faded or shows other metallic materials
under a gold layer, your gold product is just gilded. Way 2: Check Bite Any of us have also seen a movie in which a gold digger bites a piece of gold to check out. We have also seen Olympic athletes bite their gold medal when they receive it. The purpose of this action is a different story. 1.Bite in gold with moderate force 2. Check the tracks on gold In
theory, real gold will show traces of your teeth, the deeper the trace will be higher pure of gold. In fact, this is not a recommended test, as it can damage your teeth. Also, softening gold and gold-plated lead products will make you mistakenly think of real gold when you bite it. Way 3: Check with magnets It's an easy way to check, but it can't help you identify
the real gold accurately and clearly. Weak magnets such as fridge decorative magnets won't help you, but strong magnets in common items such as women's purse snaps, baby toys, or even unused old hard drives are strong enough for you to do this test. 1.Place the magnet over the gold gold is not a metal magnet, so if it has pulled up or stick to a magnet,
it is fake gold. However, just because it doesn't react with magnets doesn't mean it's real gold, since false gold also doesn't use magnetic metals. Path 4: Check the weight of the metal heavier than gold rarely. The weight of pure 24k gold is about 19.3 g/ml, which is higher than most other metals. Checking the weight of your gold products can help you
determine if they are real gold. This is the principle of elementary inspection, the heavier the weight, the more pure gold. Make sure you take this measure on a gold product that doesn't attach gems or any Some other forms of decoration. Check the warning section below this article to learn more about this test. 1. Weighing your gold weight jeweler can
usually help you do it for free if you don't have the scale available at home. You will need to weigh in grams. 2.Put the water in a jar. It would be better if the jar millilit section on the outside, as so you can more easily observe. You can use as much water as you like until you pour water into your mouth jar as the water will spill when you put the gold in the jar.
You should also remember to mark the exact amount of water before and after soaking the gold. 3. Put the gold in the bottle Notice the new water level and calculate the difference between the two numbers in millilite units. 4.Use the following formula to calculate the proportion of gold Ratio and weight/volume increased. The result, close to 19g/ml, is a sign
that it is real gold, or a material of similar proportions to gold. Here's a specific example: gold weighs 38 grams, and this leads to a 2 milliliter increase in water. Using the weight (38 g) formula/increased volume (2 ml), your result will be 19 g/ml, exactly the same as the weight of gold. It should be remembered that different net will give different ratios g/ml:
Gold 14K - 12.9 to 14.6 g/ml 18K yellow-yellow - 15.2 to 15.9 g/ml 18 To White Gold - 14.7 to 16.9 g/ml Gold 22K - 17.7 to 17.8 g/ml Way 5: Ceramic Inspection Is an easy way to say If your gold is fake gold. You should remember that this measure can cause your items to scratch. 1. Find unpainted ceramic plates If you don't have this finished item, you can
look to buy some ceramic products without enamel in the supermarket. 2. Rub gold on the surface of ceramics If a black stripe appears, it means fake gold, while the gold strip is a sign of real gold. Option 6: Check with nitric acid This is the origin of the acid test phrase, and it's also a great way to test gold. However, due to difficulties with finding acid and for
your safety, it is best to allow the jeweler to carry out this method of verification on your behalf. 1.Set in a small stainless steel container. 2. Put a drop of nitric acid on the gold and observe the reaction occurring. The blue reaction indicates that your gold products can be made of metal or gilded. The yellow reaction proves that your items are gilded brass. The
milky white reaction shows that your items are washed with silver. If there is no reaction going on, then it means it is real gold. EroipiJewelry hopes that the above-mentioned information will help you distinguish gold, find quality items. Eropi Jewelry's gilded product line is sure to captivate you at first sight. First.
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